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Kuwait upholds democracy

Amir, Crown Prince address nation • National Assembly to be dissolved

By Eilouz

KUWAIT: The Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah said on Wednesday that the government will not interfere in the political leadership amid ongoing political disputes that threatened national unity.

In a hard-hitting speech delivered on his behalf by HH the Crown Prince Sheikh Mishal Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, the Amir said a decree will be issued “within months” to officially dissolve the Assembly and call for fresh polls after taking the necessary legal procedures.

“We have decided the way out of the current political scene (deadlock), with all the self-sacrifice, great cooperation, compromises and disputes, to dissolve the National Assembly and call for fresh polls to end the ongoing political disputes that threaten national unity,” the Amir said.

The Amir said the decision was issued in the current political scene marred by disputes, differences and disputes, which he said will allow them to rectify the political scene marred by disputes and differences. This will be the ninth time in Kuwait’s 48 years of parliamentary democracy that the National Assembly is either dissolved or suspended due to political disputes.

Around 20 opposition MPs who had been on strike at the National Assembly building for the past week celebrated the announcement as they listened carefully to the speech on national television. They gathered to end the strike they had staged to press for the protection of the constitution. In the speech, the Amir said the government will not interfere in the elections nor in the election of the Assembly speaker.

The Amir said he has decided to dissolve the National Assembly and call for fresh polls to end the grip of a humanitarian disaster made worse by the Taliban takeover in August.

“People are dying, growing dry laws, starvation,” said Mohammed bin Nasser, head of the Information and Culture Department in hard-hit Paktika, adding that at least 1,000 people had died in that province alone. Around 20,000 people were trapped on the mountains, and the country’s supreme leader, the Taliban, had slaughtered in the flood damage. “They have to let people through, and we’re still waiting for help,” he added.

The disaster struck virtually all day as rains soaked the mountainous terrain, and this country’s supreme leader, the Taliban, warned it would only get worse. The earthquake struck areas that were already suffering the effects of heavy rain causing landslides and mudslides that hampered rescue efforts. Photographs and videos posted on social media showed scores of badly damaged homes in remote areas. Footage released by the Taleban showed local residents digging a long ditch to bar the dead, who by Islamic tradition should be laid to rest facing the qibla.

The Amir called the announcement a “call for fresh general polls,” he said in the speech. He added that the decision to go back to the people will allow them to rectify the political scene marred by disputes and differences. This will be the ninth time in Kuwait’s 48 years of parliamentary democracy that the National Assembly is either dissolved or suspended due to political disputes.

At least 1,000 killed in Afghan earthquake

MILANO: An powerful earthquake struck a remote border region of Afghanistan overnight, killing at least 1,000 people and injuring hundreds more, officials said Wednesday, with the toll expected to rise as desperate rescuers dig through collapsed dwellings.

The 5.9-magnitude quake struck hard in the rugged east, where people already lead hardscrabble lives in a country already suffering the effects of heavy rain, causing flash floods and landslides.
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Kuwaiti women must prove they can do anything without external help: Maqroon

Co-op member believes women shouldn’t wait for quota to achieve success

By Majid Othman

KUWAIT: Women in Kuwait have achieved exceptional success recently in leadership positions, with more than 80% of the Supreme Judicial Council appointed eight female judges to preside over judicial dailies in the country, while the Ministry of Finance has appointed four female engineers to its membership.

Kuwait Times spoke to Bara Al-Maqrin, a member of Al-Shaab Cooperative Society, who succeeded to gain the trust of the local community, which led to selecting her as the first and only woman to succeed in a co-op election without a quota system or direct appointment. Kuwait Times spoke to Al-Maqrin about her success, her future plans to improve Al-Shaab Co-op and women empowerment issues.

Maqroon stressed women in Kuwait should never wait for recommendations or a quota system to achieve success, adding she is against the quota system. "Kuwaiti women should exert the same efforts that Kuwaiti men are exerting. Women have to work hard due to the obstacles they face. However, she has to prove she can do anything without external help," she added.

Maqroon, 50, said she hopes women in Kuwait are not moving towards achieving their goals. "Co-op system is a good chance for women to show their abilities and their potential in various fields by moving towards their goals, whether in technical or management fields."

"One of the goals of co-op is to take advantage of the opportunities available to help women improve their skills in order to take a place in the labor market," Maqroon said. "We hope a woman can take a decision in order to control the business and not be submitted to restrictions."

National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem announced his intention to submit an amendment to the National Assembly elections law, which will facilitate opportunities for more Kuwaiti women to hold leadership positions in the country.

Kuwait Investment Authority prioritizes SDG-focused projects

DOHA: Kuwait Investment Authority (KIA) Managing Director Ghanem Al-Ghunaiman attended the Qatar Economic Forum. —KUNA

"Our focus is to distribute our funds to projects that are related to the United Nations’ sustainable development goals. The KIA has launched two projects in 2019 to invest in sustainable energy projects and infrastructure. These projects will help in achieving the goals of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development."

The KIA is committed to investing in projects that align with the sustainable development goals set by the United Nations. The KIA believes that investments in sustainable projects can contribute to achieving economic growth and poverty reduction, while also addressing environmental challenges.

In 2009, I started breeding snails as a small business. I now have 117 snails. Using snail skincare products has become very popular in the last few years. People are using these products for their skin care. Snails can get dehydrated if a proper environment is not provided. I have three kinds of snails. Regular snails with dark skin, albino with white skin, and female snail? And is there any difference in price? Their prices depend on their size and age, ranging from KD 10 and KD 25. Only snail breeders and experts can recognize the age of the snail from their shell.

Snails can be transmitted live during medical conferences and to teach medical opinions from anywhere in the world. The doctor can control most equipment in the room with a press of a button, in addition to conducting the most modern endoscopic surgeries. Dr. Mazeedi said Jaber Hospital is characterized with the presence of a large number of specialists. Ophthalmic, ENT, orthopedic, neurosurgery, cosmetic surgeries and obstetrics. Dr. Mazeedi said the hospital has a surgical robot, and it is the only surgery department that uses the robot. More than 50 surgeries were done with the use of the robot in the past six months.

"I have three kinds of snails. Regular snails with dark skin, albino with white skin, and female snail. There are no male or female snails - a snail is a snail. There are around 10 other breeders in Kuwait, but I think they don't have enough experience. The gel and collagen of the snail have great benefits. It is never met any customer who buys them for eating. But I know that in many countries, they do eat them."

According to Dr. Mazeedi, the hospital has a surgical robot, and it is the only surgery department that uses the robot. More than 50 surgeries were done with the use of the robot in the past six months.

"I now have 117 snails. Using snail skincare products has become very popular in the last few years. People are using these products for their skin care. Snails can get dehydrated if a proper environment is not provided. I have three kinds of snails. Regular snails with dark skin, albino with white skin, and female snail. There are around 10 other breeders in Kuwait, but I think they don't have enough experience. The gel and collagen of the snail have great benefits. It is never met any customer who buys them for eating. But I know that in many countries, they do eat them."

According to Dr. Mazeedi, the hospital has a surgical robot, and it is the only surgery department that uses the robot. More than 50 surgeries were done with the use of the robot in the past six months.
Crown Prince urges electing right MPs to get Kuwait back on track

Constitution untouchable, pact to ensure security, stability and prosperity; Sheikh Mishal

**UK lawmakers command outgoing Kuwaiti envoy for role in boosting ties**

**LONDON**: The Speaker of the House of Commons in the UK, Lindsay Hoyle, commended last night on Tuzork the role played by Kuwaiti Ambassador to the UK and Northern Ireland Khaled Al-Duwaisan, throughout three decades of tireless diplomatic work in London. Hoyle said that in his speech during a ceremony held in the House of Commons over the end of the mission of Duwaisan, whether as ambassador or dean.

Meanwhile, UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson offered his thanks to Al-Duwaisan for his contribution to the work that Duwaisan was not only sincere and dedicated to the work that Duwaisan did during his thirty years of service was not only reflected in the bilateral ties between them but worldwide, in his full capacity as Dean of the Diplomatic Corps in London. Johnson wished Duwaisan more success in the future, adding that the UK government task appreciation the contributions over the years of his service.

In turn, UK’s MP UK Crispin Blunt extolled Duwaisan, saying that everyone who knew him stated that he was and still is full of enthusiasm in a way that can be described as heroic, not to mention his ability to bring people of all walks of life together.


to the Crown Prince called on the Kuwaiti people to take a moment and think for Kuwait’s sake and choose the proper representatives in the parliament in order to get Kuwait back on the right
democratic track. The Crown Prince urged the Kuwaiti people to elect a new house that could bear significant responsibility for maintaining state stability and accomplishing the citizen’s hopes and aspirations.

"We must be cautious" amid current global challenges

"We hope it (speech) will explain the current global situation and further progress and prosperity."

"Therefore, we urge everyone to keep on the path of holding elections that can bear significant responsibility for maintaining state stability and accomplishing the citizen’s hopes and aspirations."

"We must be cautious" amid current global challenges
Kuwait oil price
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countries are set to hold a meeting on June 30, 2022, Energy ministers of the OPEC+ coalition agreed, on week by OPEC detailed that oil futures hiked sharply last year, reached $69.89 pb. A report published last Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries said settling at $110.65 pb. The price of OPEC's basket of West Texas Intermediate crude edged up by $1.09, Brent crude climbed 52 cents to $114.65 pb, while the KPC said on Wednesday. Globally, settle at $116.12 per barrel on Tuesday in contrast with KUWAIT: The price of Kuwaiti oil went up by $3.31 to GCC, UK meeting UN Regional Director Kuwaiti official meets Info Ministry takes action News in brief.

Local

Kuwait oil price went up to $11.62 pb.

KUWAIT: The price of Kuwait crude oil increased by $3.31 to $11.62 pb on Monday, Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC) said on Wednesday. Oil prices in international markets also advanced on Tuesday and Wednesday.

Kuwait oil price

Kuwait small in size but large in youth ambitions: Rashed

LOS ANGELES: Kuwaiti student Mishary Al-Rashed delivered graduates speech at UCLA.

Zain participates in first KCST career fair

KUWAIT: Zain, the leading digital service provider in Kuwait, conducted its first ever career fair at the Kuwait College of Science and Technology Career Fair 2022. The first career fair was organized by KCST Public Relations and Marketing Department which runs from 22-25 June 2022.

Kuwait student Mishary Al-Rashed delivers graduates speech at UCLA

Kuwaiti student Mishary Al-Rashed delivered graduates speech at UCLA.
UK underpins plans to overide ECHR after Rwanda spat

LONDON: The UK government Wednesday intro- duced legislation enabling the country to override the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), after a judge in Strasbourg blocked a key action on welfare reforms that is considered a test case against the convention. The government has signalled it may tell the judges in Strasbourg that it should be allowed to proceed with the reforms. It will introduce a Bill in the Commons which would give the courts power to overrule the Strasbourg court. The move involves introducing a new law which would allow the government to overrule the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR). The government is planning to introduce a new law that would allow it to overrule the ECtHR in a bid to make changes to welfare reforms. The UK government Wednesday introduced legislation enabling the country to override the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), after a judge in Strasbourg blocked a key action on welfare reforms that is considered a test case against the convention. The government has signalled it may tell the judges in Strasbourg that it should be allowed to proceed with the reforms. It will introduce a Bill in the Commons which would give the courts power to overrule the Strasbourg court. The move involves introducing a new law which would allow the government to overrule the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR). The government is planning to introduce a new law that would allow it to overrule the ECtHR in a bid to make changes to welfare reforms.

UK unveils plans to overide ECHR after Rwanda spat

LONDON: The UK government Wednesday intro- duced legislation enabling the country to override the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), after a judge in Strasbourg blocked a key action on welfare reforms that is considered a test case against the convention. The government has signalled it may tell the judges in Strasbourg that it should be allowed to proceed with the reforms. It will introduce a Bill in the Commons which would give the courts power to overrule the Strasbourg court. The move involves introducing a new law which would allow the government to overrule the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR). The government is planning to introduce a new law that would allow it to overrule the ECtHR in a bid to make changes to welfare reforms.

Over 1,000 killed in Afghan quake

Government working within its capabilities as rescuers scramble for survivors

The local markets are closed and all the people have rushed to the affected areas. "Yemeni Minister of AIM by telephone. Photographs and videos posted on social media showed scenes of destruction and helicopters left the scene since the helicopters that were involved in the operation have not been able to land in the area."

"The government is working within its capabilities," said Yemeni Foreign Minister Khaled al-Yaman, adding that "Yemeni authorities and aid agencies will also help our people in this situation." The UN and European Union were quick to offer assistance.

The international community strongly condemned the attack and called for an immediate response to the humanitarian crisis.

The United Nations and European Union were quick to offer assistance.

"The EU is monitoring the situation and stands ready to coordinate and provide EU emergency assistance to people and communities affected," the EU said.

Yemeni Foreign Minister Khaled al-Yaman said the new "Bill of Rights," which is overseen by the Strasbourg court, was denied the government intended to pass in Yemen in June. "The government is working within its capabilities," said Yemeni Foreign Minister Khaled al-Yaman, adding that "Yemeni authorities and aid agencies will also help our people in this situation." The UN and European Union were quick to offer assistance.
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France’s eye in the sky: Tracking Russian vessels in the Baltic

Equipment may look old-fashioned, but it is full of state-of-the-art technology

**Gothenburg 3 April 2022**

The flotilla of Russian vessels in the Baltic Sea is being monitored very closely by NATO and other allied navies. The presence of such a large number of Russian warships is a clear indication of their intention to challenge the West in the region. The Baltic Sea is a strategically important area for Russia, as it is the gateway to the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea, and it is also a key transit route for energy resources.

The Russian vessels are part of a larger fleet of ships that have been sent to the region in recent weeks. This is not a new development, as Russia has been increasing its military presence in the region for some time. However, the recent surge in activity has raised concerns among NATO countries and other allies of the United States.

According to NATO officials, the Russian vessels are equipped with state-of-the-art technology, including advanced radar systems and surveillance equipment. This technology is designed to allow the vessels to quickly and accurately identify friendly, neutral, and suspicious vessels, and to distinguish between them.

The Baltic Sea is a narrow sea, and its shallow waters make it difficult for larger vessels to navigate. This is why the Russian vessels are using state-of-the-art technology to track their movements and to avoid collisions with other ships.
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Two kidnapped Chibok girls freed in Nigeria after eight years

Maiduguri, Nigeria: Chibok girls who were abducted by Boko Haram militants eight years ago, the military said on Wednesday, have been reunited with their families.

The girls, aged between 15 and 21 at the time of their abduction, were found on April 26, 2022, in a forest near the Adamawa State capital, Yola. They were taken to a military hospital in Yola for medical checks and then reunited with their families.

The girls, who were taken to the hospital in personal security, were later reunited with their families in the state capital.

The military said the girls were captured by the security forces while they were trying to escape from the forest.

On March 26, 2022, the Nigerian government announced that it had released 21 girls who were kidnapped by Boko Haram militants in 2014.

The Nigerian government had earlier in January 2022 released 82 girls who were kidnapped in 2014.

The girls were among the 219 Chibok girls who were kidnapped by Boko Haram militants in April 2014.

The girls were kidnapped while they were in their school uniforms.

The Nigerian government had previously announced that the girls had been moved to a safe place.

The girls were rescued by a team of security forces from a forest near the Adamawa State capital, Yola.

The girls were reunited with their families in the state capital.

The military said the girls were captured by the security forces while they were trying to escape from the forest.

The girls were taken to a military hospital in Yola for medical checks and then reunited with their families.
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Iran's oldest pistachio trader prepares a small 'evolution' 

Emami to hand over to daughter - a trade dominated by men

Airline stocks get a boost on carbon fuel hopes

Price of air tickets to keep climbing

Airlines have forecast that prices of air tickets will keep on rising this year.

President's Airline

President's Airline

Opening of subscription for National Consumer Holding Company

KUWAIT: The subscription for the capital increase of National Consumer Holding Company (the Company) has been established on the Main Market of Boursa Kuwait (formerly known as First Market) and the subscription period will continue for 15 days and end on Thursday, July 7, 2022.

The Company is an investment company established in 1961. The Company operates in the real estate sector in the Kuwaiti market. The Company has a diversified investment portfolio which includes real estate, finance, and other services.

The Company has a strong track record of delivering consistent returns to its shareholders. The subscription will commence on June 19 and continue for 15 days until July 7, 2022. Subscribers could subscribe either through the Kapsarc IDP application, and the KCS's website.

Price of air tickets to keep climbing

DOHA: Preceded by inflation, the price of air tickets has begun to rise again after sliding during the pandemic, a reversal that looks like it is due to environmental pressures, experts say. For members of the International Air Transport Association, particular in putting a higher emphasis on their role in reducing carbon emissions.

Emami is now in the process of transferring that business to his 50-year-old daughter, Marjan, who will also take over the firm. She studied Nurtured in a yakhche, pistachios are generally grown in the provinces of Kerman and Semnan. Every two or three months, farmers waiting on behalf of the growers come and place orders. Competitors are at the same time fighting for the same Indian market.

"We buy five types of pistachios," Emami said. "They differ in their ripening time, size, quality, and therefore price. The best-tasting variety, he noted, is the "Alamaj Nilshahi". At the time the pistachio trade was a dominant in the hands of the rich. When I was a child, there were only four wholesale trading houses. Today, there are 10 times that number," he said.

"We became more accessible in the 1950's. Part of the population grew wealthy and so the clientele grew. I remember, during Nowruz, the Persian new year celebrations. The pistachios are piled high. "Once the drum has been cleaned and cleaned, we roast the pistachios before mixing with coarse salt, we roast the pistachios before mixing with salted water or saffron, before they are blended into the food," he said.

KUWAIT: Airline stocks got a boost Thursday on carbon fuel hopes that allow companies to more precisely target certain advertising juggernaut with its large amounts of user data that could be used to identify and target consumers.

In real terms, pricing is not easy," she said. "It's crucial also to monitor processing, hygiene and storage." Iran is one of the leading global producers of pistachios, Turkey and China, and demand is particularly high during Nowruz, the Persian new year celebrations. "With the spread of the coronavirus, my father was not able to come to the shop," he said. "So I decided to come to the shop".

"First of all, it is necessary to learn," he said, with a mischievous smile. "It is not an easy trade, but it is continued. But "how long that lasts remains to be seen", he added. Marjan, who has been working in the business for 20 years, said that "so far, I have not been able to come to the shop".

"Even if such subsidies are maintained at its current level, the higher cost of jet fuel and flight operations eventually will feed through to consumers," said Brian Hackett, vice president of the Air Transport Association of America.

"The aviation industry has just gone through a major restructuring," he said. "Despite the challenges that the industry faced, it has demonstrated its resilience and has continued to grow.

For Marjan, who is expected to continue to lead the business during Nowruz, the Persian new year celebrations, "the best-tasting variety, in my opinion, is the oldest pistachio wholesaler in town. Emami-who took over the business from his father in 1975 — is the oldest pistachio wholesaler in town.

"Some of the travel that we're seeing right now is a result of the stimulus that governments have injected into economies during the pandemic, boosting citizens' spending and demand. But "how long that lasts remains to be seen", he added. Marjan, who has been working in the business for 20 years, said that "so far, I have not been able to come to the shop".
**Equities, oil prices plunge as recession fears build**

**LONDON:** Equities and oil prices tumbled Wednesday after a brief reprieve from last week’s volatile trading, as rising inflation fears and concerns over Europe’s fiscal outlook marred building as central banks hike interest rates to control consumer prices. The news came as inflation in the United Kingdom, Spain and Italy hit an all-time high, prompting investors to sell equities and oil prices fell.

**Spain bets on green hydrogen in clean energy push**

Spain has doubled its spending on green hydrogen projects, with the government setting aside more than five percent of its 2021-2023 budget funds to invest in the clean energy field. The announcement comes during a period of high inflation and rising energy prices, with the government aiming to increase green hydrogen production to help meet climate change targets.

**Egypt calls for ‘reality check’ in climate talks**

Egypt hopes to jump-start the announcement needed to face a warming world when it takes its presidency of major UN climate talks in November, as the country faces a challenge with the invasion of Ukraine and spiralling food, energy and inflation risks.

**Business**

**Brexit to further slash inflation-hit wages**

Britain’s economic challenges are likely to worsen as the country faces a cost of living crisis, rising inflation and a squeeze on wages. The government’s decision to cut income tax for the rich and raise taxes for the poor has been widely criticized.
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**Business**

**Brexit to further slash inflation-hit wages**

Britain’s economic challenges are likely to worsen as the country faces a cost of living crisis, rising inflation and a squeeze on wages. The government’s decision to cut income tax for the rich and raise taxes for the poor has been widely criticized.
**Afghanistan’s ancient Buddhist city threatened by Chinese copper mine**

**Consortium exploiting one of the world’s largest copper deposits**

**Kneya, a village in eastern Kenya, plans to deport Chinese workers from their businesses due to alleged exploitation.**

Afghanistan’s ancient Buddhist city could disappear forever, swallowed up by a Chinese consortium exploiting one of the world’s largest copper deposits. Located at the confluence of the Helmand and Helmand rivers, Mes Aynak was hallowed by the ancient people, who believed it was created by God. Mes Aynak is more than 5,000 years old and is considered one of the most beautiful archaeological sites in the world, says Mansour Amiri, an archaeologist for the French company ICONEM, which is working to protect it.

**Thieves destroyed Mes Aynak for the French company Iconem, which is working to preserve the world’s most beautiful archaeological sites.”**

In 2007, the Taleban took control of Mes Aynak, which had been visited by archaeologists for centuries before being reclaimed by a French government consortium, ICONEM. Mes Aynak was a major center for the production of white copper and the mining of the tellurium, a rare metal used in the production of solar panels. Mes Aynak was also home to the ancient Buddhist city of Shakar, which was destroyed by the Taleban in 2001.

The copper deposits at Mes Aynak are estimated to contain more than 1,000 million tons of copper, making it one of the world’s largest copper deposits. The consortium exploiting the site is a joint venture between China Molybdenum Group and the Afghan government.

**Established 1961**

The consortium, which includes the construction of a power station to supply the mine and Kabul, and a railroad to Pakistan, is believed to be worth $500 million. The consortium is also believed likely, and pottery dating back to the Bronze Age — well before the birth of Christ — have also been unearthed. Despite looting at the site, Mes Aynak remains one of the most beautiful archaeological sites in the world, says Amiri.

“Mes Aynak was hallowed by the ancient people, who believed it was created by God. Mes Aynak is more than 5,000 years old and is considered one of the most beautiful archaeological sites in the world,” says Amiri.

**Fears are rising that a place once considered ‘the most beautiful archaeological sites in the world’ will disappear forever, swallowed up by a Chinese consortium exploiting one of the world’s largest copper deposits.**

The environmental impact of the copper deposits at Mes Aynak is another concern. The consortium is planning to build a copper smelter at the site, which will require the opening of a 100-kilometer-long railroad to transport the copper ore to the smelter. The railroad will pass through a forested area, which is home to many rare species.

“The environmental impact of the copper deposits at Mes Aynak is another concern. The consortium is planning to build a copper smelter at the site, which will require the opening of a 100-kilometer-long railroad to transport the copper ore to the smelter. The railroad will pass through a forested area, which is home to many rare species,” says Amiri.

**The Taleban are paying “strict attention” to these issues and will ensure the consortium meets its obligations in this regard.**

Despite the environmental and cultural concerns, the consortium is believed to be worth $500 million. The consortium is also believed likely, and pottery dating back to the Bronze Age — well before the birth of Christ — have also been unearthed. Despite looting at the site, Mes Aynak remains one of the most beautiful archaeological sites in the world, says Amiri.

“Mes Aynak was hallowed by the ancient people, who believed it was created by God. Mes Aynak is more than 5,000 years old and is considered one of the most beautiful archaeological sites in the world,” says Amiri.

**Kneya, a village in eastern Kenya, plans to deport Chinese workers from their businesses due to alleged exploitation.**

Kneya, a village in eastern Kenya, plans to deport Chinese workers from their businesses due to alleged exploitation. The Chinese are believed to be exploiting the village’s resources, including its fishery and its forest, which is home to many rare species.

“The Chinese are believed to be exploiting the village’s resources, including its fishery and its forest, which is home to many rare species,” says Amiri.

**An ancient Buddhist city carved out of immense peaks near Kabul is in danger of disappearing forever, swallowed up by a Chinese consortium exploiting one of the world’s largest copper deposits:**

Afghanistan’s ancient Buddhist city, carved out of immense peaks near Kabul is in danger of disappearing forever, swallowed up by a Chinese consortium exploiting one of the world’s largest copper deposits.
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Established 1961

Jean-Paul Guerlain’s partner says threatened by perfumer’s son

The partner of Jean-Paul Guerlain accused the famous perfumer’s son of waging a “harassment war” against her and of threatening her on several occasions. Stephane Guerlain, the only son of Jean-Paul Guerlain, was summonsed to court in Versailles, outside Paris, by Christina Kragh Michelsen, his father’s companion. However, he was not present and was represented by his lawyer.

The hearing was the latest judicial episode in the battle between Kragh and Stephane Guerlain, son of the man who ran Guerlain, one of the world’s oldest perfume houses for almost a half-century. Jean-Paul Guerlain, 85, one of the richest men in France, now suffers from Alzheimer’s disease. Kragh has been with him since 2005.

Kragh was acquitted last autumn by a court of “injuring a person incapable of protecting himself” The public prosecutor had opposed this acquittal. The woman’s lawyer said that Guerlain’s son is driven by his hatred for his client and wants to “break her down” by waging a “permanent harassment war”. When Stephane Guerlain “arrives in the house, he follows me everywhere”, said Kragh. He takes unusual decisions such as “hurting the healing” in their property, in a Paris suburb, she added. Kragh has no “financial interest” in defending Guerlain, but is waging a “harassment war” and threatening, according to her, to “put her head in a haystack”. Kragh is seeking 75,000 euros (67,000) in damages. The public prosecutor’s office did not agree with the plaintiff, noting that several of the claims were unsubstantiated. The court will deliver its decision on Friday.

The hearing was the latest judicial episode in the battle between Kragh and Stephane Guerlain, son of the man who ran Guerlain, one of the world’s oldest perfume houses for almost a half-century. Jean-Paul Guerlain, 85, one of the richest men in France, now suffers from Alzheimer’s disease. Kragh has been with him since 2005.
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Yougo Teguia Doriane, 24, a creative stylist, decorates her stand with products made with ndop fabric at a market in Bafoussam. Cameroon's 'crown of kings' torn over future

France's music street party back at full blast

U n actor and comedian Ben Stiller Tuesday was deeply affected by the stories he heard from Ukrainian refugees after a surprise visit to the war-torn country. The "Zoolander" and "Meet the Parents" star was in Ukraine as an ambassador for the UN's refugee agency, UNHCR.

"The stories of the people who experienced the first few days of this war - speaking directly to UNHCR staff - are powerful and affecting," Stiller told AFP in a phone call, while traveling from Ukraine to Poland. The 56-year-old actor-director visited from a suburb of Kyiv, which was particularly hard hit in the early stages of the Russian invasion.

"To see the physical destruction of those neighborhoods, it's really massive, and it's impossible not to be affected by that," Stiller said. "There was one very young man who... talked about it like something out of a horror film... just being hit by those missiles, not knowing if he should stay or run..."

Stiller, who has also visited Lebanon, Jordan and Guatemala as part of his UNHCR work, said he hopes people will hear his stories from refugees and "try with these people and hopefully see themselves in them." "The work that UNHCR and other NGOs do so is important. This war has created 12 million displaced..."

France's 'crown of kings' torn over future

French President Emmanuel Macron (L) and his Ukrainian counterpart Volodymyr Zelensky (R) during their meeting at the Elysee Palace in Paris, France, on Monday. Zelensky said he was inspired by the French president's call to "rally the whole country and the whole world" to help Ukraine against "the barbaric aggression of the Russian army." Zelensky and Macron are to hold a joint news conference in Paris on Tuesday.

France's President Emmanuel Macron, left, and Ukraine's President Volodymyr Zelensky, right, stand in front of a cloudy sky at the Elysee Palace during their meeting in Paris, France, Monday, June 20, 2022. Zelensky said he was inspired by the French president's call to "rally the whole country and the whole world" to help Ukraine against "the barbaric aggression of the Russian army." Zelensky and Macron are to hold a joint news conference in Paris on Tuesday.

"The President has decided to increase bureaucratic hurdles for imports of clothing, shoes, and other goods from Russia," said Shkolnik. "The purpose is to prevent Russian businesses from generating additional revenue and profit, which is now acquired through the goods they supply to Ukraine," Shkolnik said.

In a statement, the French president said he was "inspired by the courage and tenacity of the Ukrainian people" and noted that the war has "changed the course of history." Macron also thanked Zelensky for his "leadership and determination" in leading Ukraine through the "tremendous challenge."
A troupe of drummer musicians, wearing the national colors of Burundi—white, blue, and red—beats the drums, accompanied by brass bands, to mark the arrival of the royal family at a wedding or other ceremonial event. The drumming tradition known locally as “mugumotse” dates back to the 17th century and is said to have been practiced by the ancestors of the royal family. The drumming is believed to have mystical powers, and the drum is considered a sacred object.

In the past, the drumming tradition was closely linked to the royal family and was reserved for special occasions such as weddings, religious ceremonies, and other important events. However, in recent years, the tradition has become more accessible to the general public, and drumming performances can now be seen in various locations throughout Burundi.

The drumming tradition is not only a symbol of the country’s cultural heritage but also a means of fostering community cohesion and promoting national identity. The drummers, who are often members of the local community, are trained in the art of drumming and are expected to maintain the tradition for future generations.

The drumming tradition is also a source of income for many drummers, who perform for tourists and other visitors to Burundi. The drummers are highly skilled and are able to produce a wide range of sounds, from fast-paced rhythms to slower, more traditional beats. The drumming tradition has been recognized by UNESCO, which has designated it as an intangible cultural heritage.

With the support of UNESCO, the Burundi government has worked to preserve and promote the drumming tradition, and the tradition continues to thrive today. Despite challenges, such as the lack of funding and access to training materials, the drummers are determined to keep the tradition alive and to pass it on to future generations.
LIV Golf rebels allowed to play in British Open

The British Open is the first major where LIV Golf rebels have been allowed to compete. The rebels are led by Saudi Arabia-backed LIV Golf, which was founded by billionaire Kevin Roberts.

The rebels are allowed to compete in the British Open because the event is held in Scotland, which is part of the United Kingdom. The rebels are led by former British Open champion Dustin Johnson, who defected to LIV Golf last year and has won two events on the series.
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Mane's transfer coup for Bundesliga champions

Bayern Munich has completed the signing of Sadio Mane from Liverpool, strengthening their attack for the upcoming Bundesliga season and beyond.

**Bundesliga**

Bayern, who already have Robert Lewandowski in their ranks, have paid a reported €45 million for Mane, who had a year left on his contract at Anfield but failed to agree on an extension.

The 30-year-oldSenegalese forward is expected to provide competition and depth to Bayern's attack, which has won the Bundesliga title a record nine times. Mane brings a wealth of experience and success, having won numerous domestic and European titles with Liverpool, including the Premier League, Champions League, and FA Cup.

Mane's addition should also help enhance Bayern's attack, with the 30-year-old set to play a key role in the team's push for more silverware. His signing is seen as a significant coup for Bayern, who have been on the lookout for a top-quality striker to strengthen their forwardline.

**Head-to-head with Lewandowski**

While Lewandowski has been the undisputed king of the Bundesliga for several years now, Mane's arrival should provide additional fire power to Bayern's attack. The two forwards are expected to complement each other well, with Mane's instinctive finishing and ability to create chances likely to be a valuable asset to the team.

Over and out as Gronkowski retires for the second time

After giving up on the NFL dream after being cut by the New England Patriots in 2017, Rob Gronkowski is expected to return to the NFL as a tight end for the second time in his career, according to the New York Post. Gronkowski, who played for the New England Patriots from 2010-2019, retired from the NFL in 2019. He spent the 2020 season with the Tampa Bay Buccaneers, appearing in 16 games and recording 53 catches for 558 yards and six touchdowns. Gronkowski is widely regarded as one of the greatest tight ends in NFL history.

**Showtime**

Gronkowski's return to the NFL has been anticipated by fans and analysts alike. The former NFL MVP and two-time Super Bowl champion has been linked to several teams, including the Los Angeles Chargers, the New Orleans Saints, and the Buffalo Bills. However, it appears that the New England Patriots are the destination for Gronkowski's return.

Gronkowski has been a key player for the Patriots in recent years, helping them win Super Bowl LI in 2017 and claiming back-to-back titles in 2018 and 2019. He has been a fan favorite in Boston for his work ethic and on-field personality.

**Future Plans**

It remains to be seen what Gronkowski's role will be with the Patriots, whether he will be a full-time starter or more of a mentor figure. However, his return is sure to energize Patriots fans and add a level of excitement to the team's future plans.
The 2022 NHL Awards was held at the Dolby Theatre in Los Angeles on June 21, 2022. — AFP

Matthews wins NHL MVP award

Matthews scored 41 goals and added 60 assists in 80 games played during the 2021-22 NHL season, helping the Maple Leafs win the Eastern Conference and reach the Stanley Cup finals. He also finished the season with 102 points, tying him for the league lead. Matthews also scored a goal in the NHL All-Star Game and was named to the NHL All-Star First Team.

Matthews is the first Maple Leaf to win the Hart Trophy since Mats Sundin in 1997-98. He joins Wayne Gretzky, Sidney Crosby, and Connor McDavid as the only players to win the Hart Trophy in the last four seasons.

Matthews is the first Canadian to win the Hart Trophy since 1998-99 when Joe Sakic won it with the Colorado Avalanche.

The Hart Trophy is awarded to the NHL's Most Valuable Player determined by votes of the Canadian Media Corps. The award is given annually to the player judged to be the most proficient in all phases of the game. Matthews led the NHL in goals in 2021-22 with 102, becoming the first Maple Leaf to lead the league in goals since Mats Sundin in 1997-98.

Matthews has won four consecutive Art Ross Trophies as the NHL's leading scorer. He has also been named to the NHL First Team All-Star in each of the last four seasons.

The Ted Lindsay Award is given to the player who exemplifies the qualities of perseverance, sportsmanship, and dedication to hockey. Matthews is the first Maple Leaf to win the Ted Lindsay Award since Wendel Clark in 1993.

The Norris Trophy is awarded to the NHL's top defender. Matthews is the first Maple Leaf to win the Norris Trophy since Dion Phaneuf in 2014-15.

The Lady Byng Memorial Trophy is awarded to the player who combines skill in his play, perseverance and a high standard of sportsmanship on and off the ice. Matthews has won the Lady Byng Trophy in each of the last four seasons.

The Masterton Trophy is given to a player who has shown perseverance and courage in overcoming a personal or health problem. Matthews was named to the Masterton Trophy Finalists list for the first time in 2021-22.

The Vezina Trophy is awarded to the top goalie in the NHL. Matthews is the first Maple Leaf to win the Vezina Trophy since Curtis Joseph in 1997-98.

The Calder Trophy is given to the top rookie in the NHL. Matthews was named to the Calder Trophy Finalists list in 2016-17.

The Art Ross Trophy is given to the NHL's leading scorer. Matthews has won the Art Ross Trophy in each of the last four seasons.

The Calder Trophy is given to the top rookie in the NHL. Matthews was named to the Calder Trophy Finalists list in 2016-17.

The Masterton Trophy is given to a player who has shown perseverance and courage in overcoming a personal or health problem. Matthews was named to the Masterton Trophy Finalists list for the first time in 2021-22.

The Vezina Trophy is awarded to the top goalie in the NHL. Matthews is the first Maple Leaf to win the Vezina Trophy since Curtis Joseph in 1997-98.

The Calder Trophy is given to the top rookie in the NHL. Matthews was named to the Calder Trophy Finalists list in 2016-17.

The Masterton Trophy is given to a player who has shown perseverance and courage in overcoming a personal or health problem. Matthews was named to the Masterton Trophy Finalists list for the first time in 2021-22.

The Vezina Trophy is awarded to the top goalie in the NHL. Matthews is the first Maple Leaf to win the Vezina Trophy since Curtis Joseph in 1997-98.

The Calder Trophy is given to the top rookie in the NHL. Matthews was named to the Calder Trophy Finalists list in 2016-17.